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Paulett Angella Hemmings, GOG

Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
June 17, 2017
Consulate General of Jamaica
767 Third Ave, 2nd & 3rd Floors,
New York, NY 10017-2993
DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM #1B with same Expiration date 6/20/2017
Dear Consulate General of Jamaica NY, Mr. Herman G. LaMonte,
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL
LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I
AM. MY LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND ALL MY CHREATIONS.
THIS IS A DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM for this Entire Earth, the EARTHS, and Chreations. A
DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUM is higher than a DECREE.
All the Articles and letters I have sent to you, are you telling me that you have not read them? I have
given specifics commands for passport processing, and the USA is not running my Earth and you are
not!
I sent you my Passport for renewal two and a half months ago, and you have not processed it. I have
signed the application in the normal way it is to be signed within the borders of the box and given you
everything that are needed. You do know that many people have long names, so the box that you
provided needs to be extended, and you need the right computer application to be connected to the hard
copy application form, so there is no problem with the space for the signatures. Do not tell me that you
do not have the money to get the right software application and the right computer, as I have told you
what to do with the frank machines. I AM in charge of my Earth not a man cocky/penis. It is a
woman’s Pussy running the Earth and Chreations, MY PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS,
CHREATOR, GOG PUSSY running this Earth, and all the Earths and Chreations, and not a
cocky/penis. I AM WHO I SAY I AM WHETHER ON NOT YOU BELIEVE IT.
Are you working with the federal government to destroy me and my Earths? Are you destroying my
Earth Peoples? You are asking for two new color photographs against a white background and my hair
must be away from my face and ears. Are you asking me to cut off my hair and to go bald, so that I
can take a picture that you will accept and that you can get in my brain with your taily, and you and the
federal government can destroy me more? Are you a Plastic or a Rubber man?
Immediately send me the money for the photos and the transportation cost for me to go to the places
that you recommended for me to take the studio photographs that you require for passport. Send me the
money, so I can buy a brand-new wig, so I can put on my head with no hair in the front and no hair on
the sides and no hair in the back, as you may need the hair away from my back as well.
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As a matter of fact, I do not know of any wigs that could be right for what you want. Therefore, send
me the wig that you want me to use, so I know exactly what you want. Send me a plastic or a rubber
head so that I can put on, so that the Ears will be in the right places. Maybe you want to be the
photographer, so that you can take the picture the perfect way that you want it to look. I do have a lot
of work to do, so you better be efficient with your time in being the photographer, as I do not have
time to waste. You also have to pay me for every centi of a second that you will be using to take the
pictures and pay the traveling expense, if I have to travel to get it done. I have real natural flesh people
living in this my Earth and our ears cannot be turned around like a doll. You may be used to those
changes, as you may be a plastic, rubber, or other things, and you can take off and put on, and can
separate parts of your body, but I and my children cannot do that; therefore, do not put us through
those stringent devel wickedness requests for a passport or anything. In this Earth, there should be
6,000 centimeters in one second, and called for short a (centi).
I Chreated my Earths and Chreations and you “MAN” have destroyed it. Just take a look around, who
do you see leeding? Man! And “MAN” do not know a DAMN! And they do not care a DAMN! As
they are not the Chreator. You do not have woman genetics in you, and you cannot feel as a woman
should. Whatever MAN does it is tough, rough, and hard. The Earths and Chreations with lives
cannot be tough, rough, and hard. Toughness, roughness, and hardness is not the way our lives should
be maintained and taken care of! A MAN cannot be a WOMAN! A woman is naturally soft. A man is
not. GET OUT OF THE WOMAN’S JOB NOW!
You are asking for criminal looking photos where the person strips themselves naked, so that you can
get in our face and our brain to take control of us and to have our pictures so that you can always get in
the picture through our ears, eyes, nose, and mouth? You are asking me to give you sideways picture
for you to get in my ears. Are you asking me to automatically remake myself at your request, so that
my ears are in my face or maybe you want my ears to be in my forehead? Are you one of them who
are using my power that you stole, so now you want me to show you some magic, when you have my
power using it?
The passport and visa photos are supposed to be natural and normal. It is not normal for me to wear
my hair the way you want it to look or for my face to look the way you want it to be hard and tough
with no smile like I am a criminal under hardships. What you are asking for are all illegal! Are you
trying to be a Chreator? and trying to get us to Chreate ourselves in your image? What is it? Do not
tell me about the USA requirements, as you have gone over and above their requirements.
I went to a photo place that takes visa and passport pictures and you are saying they are not
professional enough for you? You are asking for them to be touched up with a photo software or
what? You want my features to be distorted? The place I went to have the USA passport requirements
and they took the photos according to the requirements. Are you saying the USA places they have
taking the photos are illegally operating, and their photos are not up to your standard or any standard?
How can that be so when you are not in Jamaica and you are in the USA, and they allow the photo
places to take the visa and passport pictures? Why are the visa and passport photo places operating in
the USA when their standards are low and not what you will accept? If this is so, then we should hear
it on the TV, seen it on the Internet, hear it on the radios, so we know that we are not to use them and
they should be shut down, so no one waste their time and money. Why do you want me to go out of
my way to take professional studio photos that are very expensive and you did not provide the money
for it to be done? If the visa and the passport photos should be taken at specific photo studios and the
ones available are not up to your standard, you should have listed those as requirements, you should
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have identified the studios you wish me to use on the list of requirements. You should have identified
that the studios that are convenient for us to use, are not up to your standard so I am prepared, and I
would not have used them. You cannot make those changes after you received the application form.
Where is my allowance you should have sent to me? Where is my staff? Where are my belongings
you have for me?
You allow some religious groups to cover their heads and faces, and you are asking me to strip off my
hair and to move my ears from where they were placed before I was born to an area where you can see
into my ears and to destroy my hearing, and that is discrimination. You want me to change my face to
look like a man where I have no hair on my face. You want me to move my hair from my forehead,
and that is how a woman should wear her hair on their head, and protecting her forehead and her ears.
A woman must have long hair, and plenty of it on her head to cover her head, and to protect her
hearing, her forehead, and any other place on her head and neck, or back, or shoulder. You all know
this information, and you removed our information from our knowledge, so that you can tear us down
with your penal laws that are illegal. A woman’s face and features are not like a man, and you have
now turned every woman into a man by these passport and visa photograph requirements. No more of
it, never any more of it. A woman is not a man, and a man is not a woman. I charge you $500,000 for
this penal law that you require me to abide by. You must send me the full check immediately right
now. You are charged $50,000 per week for delay of sending me the check.
I am not a man who goes bald headed, is that why you and the USA federal government are tearing out
my hair so that I go bald for you all to get in my forehead, my head, my ears, my eyes, and my body
without any obstacles of hair? You already have every American shaving off their Pussy and their
Cocky/Penis area and their arm pits that must have hair to cover them and now you want me to do the
same to cut off my hair and go bald to please your passport picture requirements and to change myself
and my face to please you? Those activities are stopped right now. Those requirements are illegal.
All these passport picture requirements are illegal and no more of it! A person can be their natural self
and take their passport photos without leaving themselves bare, so that you can destroy them. None of
these requirements are happening; No, not one of them; it is not happening; never happening.
No more shaving of the arm pits and the pussy or cocky area to please any photo shoot or any
modeling. The private areas and the head hair are maintained without touching them. No one should
cut off another person hair without their permission, and for no reason that must never be done, or else
it is illegal/mal practice and high charges against that person. No person can be forced for job
purposes, or for any reason to sign any agreement to cut off their hair on the head, Pussy or Cocky
hair, armpit hair. No one can force any person to comb or to style their hair so it does not cover their
foreheads, their faces, their ears, their neck. Everyone must live naturally and exist in their natural
manner they carry themselves, and everyone must protect themselves.
No one can be punished for wearing make-up and color on their faces or any part of their body like
mascara, eye shadow, foundation, lip color, eye liner, lip pencils, nose ring, pussy ring, nail color,
tongue ring, ear rings, breast ring, skin ring, ankle chains, toe ring, navel rings, lip rings, eye rings,
inside pussy protection, tattoo protection. These are all protection these people have to put on their
body and put in their bodies to prevent the federal, republics, monarchies and others from getting in
their bodies, and they cannot be stripped from protecting themselves. No family member, or authority
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can stop anyone from being themselves and from protecting themselves and from wearing what they
choose. Children 18 years and older are full adults.
Tattoos must be applied with the protected colors and with protection in all the colors. Tattoos should
not be too much. Tattoo should not be done on the head, and not on the face. The needles and tools
must be cleaned and maintained with the antiseptic from plants and not from synthetics. Do not use
synthetic paint. You can add these protection to the protection you already using: full Seville
orange/sour orange rhyme oil, full indigo blue powder oil, and full turpentine oil, without anything
removed from them.
You, the consulate, are to have your own photo studios in all communities and everywhere so no one
has any problem finding your picture places, and they are convenient, and do not cost any money.
Where do you expect my children to find money to retake pictures to please you? If the pictures are
not pleasing to you, you must give them the money to retake the pictures and all their travel expense.
How much changes must my children do to please you? How much striping must my children do to
please you? Why have you turned my children into convicts? The photos you are asking for are
convict photos. Is this what you have allowed? Is this what you are doing to my children for me to
experience? Now, I know what is going on! I have to live the lives so I know what it is, and how you
do it!
You should have returned everything I gave to you, so I know what went wrong, and for me to know
how much hair I need to cut off from my face and how much hair to shave down from the side of my
head to please you. I did NOT wear long hair on my photo, so what do you really want? Do you know
that the devel put their penis in our ear to have sex? Yes, they do. They take their taily and some call
it penile, and others say penis, and they push it deep in our ear, and they do many other things to our
hearing that I will not describe or explain when they have sex in our ears. They do it from pictures,
photos, art work, books, magazines, far distances, and the natural. They do it to our nostrils, bottom,
penis, vagina, eyes, mouth and any hole they can put in us, and we do not know until they have done
us permanent harm and we feel it in the natural. Now, is this what you are supporting by asking me to
put my hair and ear on the side of my face, in a direction you will accept so I am continuously being
destroyed, and so I can hear the devels and always be in torment with them in my hearing? You have
been destroying me in this manner since the year 2013, and you want to continue doing that?
A driver license and a State ID are not requirements for a passport renewal. If it is so, it should be
listed as a requirement before I sent in the application. You cannot request that after I have given you
my application, and you have had it for about two and a half months, that is illegal. An original
marriage certificate and an original birth certificate are not required for a renewal, that is illegal. Do
you see how many illegal things you are doing?
According to your information I got, it takes six weeks to get a passport when I sent it in to you, so do
not change the date to say it is a longer period from 6-8 weeks and the time begins only after you
approved it. That cannot happen as it is mal practice/illegal, and could not happen, it should not
happen, and will never, never happen!, if it ever happens, you are the one going to prison and getting
maximum punishments.
My occupation as the Chreator, and GOG is what I have stated. My occupation has always been the
Chreator, and GOG and many more titles that I have not listed, as they are not important to this
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EARTH. My Occupation as the Chreator, and GOG in this Natural Earth has been my job since Barak
Obama Opened me in January 2013. I do not have to explain to you what my job responsibilities are.
I am the GOG and Chreator of many. What I have written in my Articles should tell you what my job
is to a great extent. Whatever else are involved, are not your business and not for your knowledge.
You are a MAN, A penis One! You are not developed. The job you are doing is not for you! All
“MAN” do is to Steal woman’s chreated things and say it is “Man” the Chreator. You and the federal
government are interrupting my work and stopping me from doing what I must do. You are going to
be punished for it, and I charge you for obstructing of my work every centi of a second that you have
delayed me and being an obstacle to me. This is a different charge than I identified before. You have
done me great harm! You do not have any idea as to the magnitude of what you have done in the
passport denial requests, and my time that is available for me to do what are necessary with the quality
that are needed, and the limited time to get them done, you are going to pay for it greatly.
Many applicants do not have occupation, so how come it is important for you to know my occupation
and for me to state and clarify it? Is an Occupation a necessity for a passport? Are you saying I AM
not who I say I AM? Are you expecting a spirit god to come down from Heaven? Heaven is Animal
and insect creation places so Barak and Trump are the spirit ones you cannot recognize or you do not
want to recognize them for who they are? Is it because you are a MAN and they are MAN? Maybe
you are expecting a spirit god that has no feelings, and someone you cannot touch, as they are not
flesh. The bible is made up of imaginations that are not real. I am flesh and blood and not a spirit. No
spirit god to come in the Earth. No children of mine and no people in this EARTH is a spirit, so how
come you expect god to be a spirit? Do you know what is a spirit? Have you ever touch a spirit in this
EARTH? What is a spirit doing in this EARTH? The lives or peoples in this Earth is not a spirit, so
their chreator cannot be a spirit! Do not tell me about what you believe. Your belief is an idealism. A
belief, and what is real, natural, and physical, are different things. A belief is a thinking that is not real,
not natural, you cannot feel it or touch it.
You had Ms. Gordon, one of your workers, called me on May 24, 2017 asking me to briefly
summarize my job responsibilities and my title. I explained as best as I could as you had the devels in
the conversation. She was very disrespectful and interrupted me several times when I was answering
her questions. I sent in my passport with my Articles so there is no mistake as to who I AM, and you
ignored these facts and continue to make my life miserable. This is not fun for me to take valuable
time to write this additional Decrymiummiummium. Is this what you put my children through when
they come to all of you in the Consulates, Embassies, and Missions?
Because of the deprivation, lack, and wickedness on my children in this Earth, many do not have
telephone numbers. Many do not have homes or address and many on the streets. You are denying my
passport because I did not provide a telephone number? Did you provide him a telephone number and
money to pay for telephone on a monthly basis? Are you saying I cannot use a person who do not
have a telephone number? I comranda you to give him a telephone number and to give me that number
so I can give to you for your usage so everything can work the way you want them to work. Do the
government or the State, or the County give people telephone number and money to pay for a common
thing as a telephone? I have made provisions for my children before the Earth opened, and you devel
government leaders (not all government workers are devels) have taken away their allowances, their
trust funds, their vacation funds and much more and left them deprived and starving. Since I
commanded everyone to get 100 percent salary increase since January 8, 2017, and that was not done,
where do you expect anyone to get money to have telephone? Are they to go in to the banks and rob
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the banks and then you say they are thieves and then you put them in prison for their own monies
stored in the banks and they are not getting to use them? You should have been working to make my
commands and comrandas in my articles put in place, so every life in this EARTH has what they need.
So, you have all the money and riches that you need (my money and properties) and, you do not care
about those who do not have? Instead you are fighting against Paulett Angella Hemmings Earth, THE
GOODNESS? YOU ARE A MASTER DEVEL!
Since my first Article dated January 8, 2017, every person in this Earth must have already gotten a
telephone and a monthly unlimited national and international telephone access they choose, and of no
cost to them from the State with immediate effect, as a telephone is vital as you have identified.
I AM real, flesh, natural and physical. Do not tell me what is written in the bible. Have you ever met
that god of the bible, physically in the real, natural, or flesh self in this Earth as Yet? Why not? Why
so much war and no god to stop it? Why so much conflict about that god and no stop or clarification?
That means, that god is a wicked god then, to allow conflict and wars over the name of god? Why so
much hunger, starvation, diseases, and no god to stop it? So where is that god then? Are you saying
that god does not care about this EARTH? Who wrote the Bible? Is there a name on it as an Earth
writer or author? Who is it? Why not a name? Why is that god and those gods of the bible hiding?
Have you ever physically seen that god stretch forth his hand and physically in the real, natural, flesh
self give you something in this EARTH Yet? If you believe it is god who gives you something, or your
provider, can you prove it is that god physically who did it? Could it be someone other than that god,
which you do not know? We are all flesh in this EARTH no one is a spirit. The devels are spirits and
other things. Since everyone in this EARTH are all deceived, could the word god be connected to
something or someone that you do not know? Since the devels destroy the EARTHS, and everyone is
deceived, you do not know what protections have been put in places or in place to help! You do not
have the authority to know that.
You may use the word god as you do not know better, but can you prove it is that word god which
does it? You do not know what you cannot see, so how can you prove it? I am talking about god
because you are comparing me to the devels who call themselves god. Devels steals titles and use
them, and you do not know, as you are not the original devels. The title of Lord is a real title and real
Annie’s (woman) title, and not for the jesus or the devel god. A Lord is not a GOD or a Chreator. I
am not a Lord. A Lord has important jobs and many responsibilities, and they do not have penis’, they
all have Pussy. The devel stole the Lord’s title as well, and so the title is not used anymore. However,
you do not know that, as you are not the Chreator.
The Capital letters: GOD, means Gold Over the DUMS/DUMES/Dumesoiled. This Earth is a part of
the DUMS, there are other types of existence in the DUMS that are not Earth. Queendum is one of the
Earth DUMS. A Queendum is a Chreation or a Place not someone’s name or title. All this earth is cut
off from the computer interconnections, as that is what the federal, monarchy, and republics want, so
no one here knows who they are! My job is to let them know who they are in the right and proper
time. The Federal government, republics, monarchies who have my belongings should have told them,
and must tell them who they are, and not tell them any lies. You don’t know what you do not know.
All passport applicants can use their personal checks to process their applications without having to
purchase money order. No charges for passport and visa processing in all States/countries for a while
until I say so. No one is to have lack, so all their charge cards, credit cards, and bank accounts have
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sufficient money in them for their personal usages. If no money in the accounts or credit cards, then
the bank still pays the check charges and credit charges and it goes into the overdraft or bad debt funds,
as I have stated.
Corrections: The Jamaica passport form with the red ink writing on the bottom attached to the
Decrymiumiummium #1 is my note paper and not included. The correct passport form is attached.
It appears that US Department of State, Passport processor, and the Jamaica Consulate, New York, are
conspiring. As they have both delayed processing and sending me my passport. Both passports were
mailed on the same date for renewal and not sent to me as yet. The US Passport processing receipt
dated April 4, is attached.
US Federal government are you using the Coast Guard, National Guard and others, to bomb my web
sites and preventing the chreations from viewing? Remove all bombs and your blocking web sites.
My commands and higher for the passports and others are in the Articles and the
DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMS and MY WILL MUST BE DONE IN THIS EARTH AND IN MY
CHREATIONS. IF NOT, THEN YOU ARE BIGGER THAN THE BIGGEST DEVELS, AND YOU
WILL FEEL AND SEE THAT QUALITY DEVEL PUNISHMENTS.
When you have processed my passport, send me a copy of the application form you received in April
2017, a copy of my photographs I sent to you before you process them, and send me my two original
certificates in the right condition. Occupation information are also in Decrymiummiummium #1.
No one is stripping themselves for any purpose and especially at the at the airports and ports, anymore.
No taking off of clothing: shoes, belts, watches, bangles, jewelry, jackets, their sweaters, hats. No one
to be searched especially by touching their breasts, pussy/vagina, cocky/penis area anymore. All those
are of the past never to ever happen again, it must not happen, it cannot happen, it will never, never,
never, never, never, never happen again.
It is my right to protect my body. It is my right to protect my head, ears, and forehead with my hair.
This is a Public Document and must be distributed and shared with everyone just like the Articles.
Regards,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
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